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Colour theory

• Our understanding of colour was formalised by the 
artist and teacher Johannes Itten.

• Itten taught at the famous German Art School, The 
Bauhaus.

• He created the Colour Wheel.

• Itten’s theories of colour use formed the foundations of 
practice for all modern art and design.

• The Bauhaus (Building House) was a famous school of 
Art & Design and Architecture in Weimar, Germany.

• Many famous Artists/Teachers worked there, (including 
Itten, Kandinsky, Marc).

• It’s teachings influence all modern Art, Design and 
Architecture.

• It was closed by the German Nazi regime in 1933.

Contrasting Colours
Also known as complementary colours. 
When placed together they create a strong contrast. 
For example red is from the warm half of the colour 
wheel and green is from the cool half.

Harmonious Colours
A harmonious colour is one that sits next to
another on the colour wheel. These combinations 
create pleasing contrasts.

Tint
A tint is where an artist adds a colour to white to 
create a lighter version of the colour.
An example of a tint is pink.

Shade
A shade is where an artist adds black

to a colour to darken it.

Painting by Wassily Kandinsky, showing use of 
colour theory, especially complementary colours

The Colour Wheel
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Beliefs and World Views



Computing

Network A network is when two or more devices are connected 

together to

allow them to communicate and share Resources

Protocol A protocol is a set of rules for transmitting data between 

devices, such as HTTP, or HTTPS

Internet The Internet is a worldwide network of computers, whereas 

the

web is the collection of web pages found on the Internet

URL ‘URL’ stands for ‘Uniform Resource Locator’. It is the 

address of a

World Wide Web page and is sometimes called the ‘web 

address’.

Packets Packet switching is when messages are broken up into very small 
pieces, called packets. Each packet consists of two parts:

1. Header - this includes the sender's and recipient's IP addresses, 
the packet number, the total number of packets the
message contains, plus the details of any protocols used

2. payload - this is part of the actual message itself



Year 7 Design and Technology

1 Softwoods From coniferous trees. These often have pines or 

needles, and they stay evergreen all year round - they 

do not lose leaves in the autumn. They are faster 

growing than hardwoods, making them cheaper to buy, 

and are considered a sustainable material.

Pine

Cedar

Redwood

Spruce

2 Hardwoods From deciduous trees, which have large flat leaves that 

fall in the autumn. Hardwoods take longer to grow, are 

not easily sourced and are expensive to buy.

Beech

Oak

Teak

Walnut

3 Manufactured 

board

A man-made material created by pressing and bonding 

timbers together.

Plywood

Chipboard

4 Coping 

Saw

A saw used to create curves and complex 

shapes in woods, metals and plastics.

5 Tenon 

Saw

A saw used to cut straight lines in wood.

6 Steel 

rule

An accurate tool for measuring and marking out.

7 Try 

Square

To check and mark right angles.

8 File Used for shaping woods, metals and plastics.

9 Glass 

paper

Used to smooth the edges of wood.

10 Isometric drawing A three-dimensional drawing technique.

11 Brief A statement of nformation given to a designer from a client.

12 Specification The criteria of requirements for a product.

13 Shaping A process using tools to shape material.

14 Joining Attaching one material to another.

15 Plan of production An ordered list of how a product will be made.

16 Evaluation A reflection on how a product has been made, to improve 

future products.



English

Key words Definition

Genre A category of 
literature –
Coraline is 
fantasy

Fantasy Stories based 
in supernatural 
or improbable 
things

Familial 
relationships

Family links –
these are 
strained at the 
start of 
Coraline

Trauma A deeply 
distressing or 
disturbing 
experience that 
has a lasting 
impact

Gothic A genre that 
deals with 
dark, 
mysterious and 
often 
supernatural 
ideas

Protagonist The main 
character. 
Coraline is the 
protagonist

Trope Something that 
often occurs in 
a particular 
genre

Beldam An old-
fashioned term 
for a hag or 
terrifying 
woman.

POETIC POEMS Definition

Personification Giving something human characteristics

Oxymoron Contradictory phrase

Enjambment Continuing a line of poetry

Tone Mood or atmosphere

Imagery Descriptive language

Contrast Very different things put together

Perspective Viewpoint

Onomatopoeia Words that sound like the thing

Extended Carrying on

Metaphor Saying something is something else

Simile Saying something is like something else

A PERSUADER Definition

Alliteration Repeating same sound at starts of words

Points Clear reasons to add to your argument

Exaggeration Overstating

Repetition Saying the same thing over and over

Statistics Using numbers to represent facts

Unique ideas Unusual or ways of approaching an issue

Anecdote A short story used to make a point

Direct address Talking to the audience

Emotive language Appealing to people's feelings

Rhetorical questions Questions not intended to be answered.

ANALYSIS

Argument The writer presents [topic] to…

Neat evidence The phrase ‘…’ shows…

Additional Additionally, the phrase ‘…’ adds to…

Language The imagery suggests…

Your evaluation A reader may also understand...

Structure and form Structurally, the... tone emphasises...

Intentions of writer The writer’s intentions may have been to…

Society and context Contextually, the writer may be reflecting…

Coraline



1 Reared Animals are bread and raised 
Meat comes mainly from: cattle (beef), 
pigs (pork), sheep (lamb) and poultry 
(chicken).

2 Caught Fish and shellfish are caught

3 Dairy Dairy cows are reared by farmers around the UK. Cows are milked 2-3 times per 
day. 
• Milk is chilled and stored
• A tanker takes it to be processed.
• Milk is treated to make it safe to drink and bottled 
• Transported to shops or  used to make cheese, yogurt and butter.

4 Meat Cuts of meat are prepared by butchers in shops and supermarkets

mince      chops       steak        whole

Meat is also bought ready 
prepared     

saussages      ham       burgers

Meat can be cooked in many different ways.

barbeque      stir fry      roasted

5 Poultry Types of poultry meat include chicken, turkey, duck, goose and game birds e.g., 
pheasants and partridges.

6 Fish and 
shellfish 

Fish can be found in freshwater (rivers and lakes) or saltwater (seas and 
oceans). It can be caught in the wild or farmed. Fish can be caught in many 
different ways, using rods, lines or nets.

It is sold at market and bought by fish processing 
companies, fishmongers and restaurants.
The ‘big five’ are the most common seafood items that are eaten in the UK: cod; 
haddock; tuna; salmon; prawns

Oily fish: Contain a healthy fat called omega-3. 
Salmon, trout, Mackerel, herring, sardines.

White fish, Cod and haddock are popular fish in the UK.
Plaice, sole, halibut and turbot are flatfish classified as white fish

Shrimp and prawns are a wide group of small shellfish. 
Mussels and oysters are ‘bivalve molluscs’. They have two shells that close 
around the soft body inside. Cockles, whelks, and winkles are small shellfish that 
are common around the UK.

7 Meat 
alternatives

Vegetarian – chooses not to eat meat
Vegan – avoiding animal products 
Tofu, Myco-protein (Quorn) Tempeh, Textured vegetables protein (TVP)

8 Recipe 
modification  

Making changes to recipes to alter tastes, texture and a[appearance
sensory analysis – human senses (sight, smell, taste, touch and hearing) to 
describe and evaluate foods

Food



Year 7 French Spring Term 1: Mon temps libre 

La technologie Technology

42. J’aime… I like…

43. Je n’aime pas… I don’t like…

44. J’adore… I love…

45. Je déteste… I hate…

46. bloguer blogging

47. écouter de la musique listening to music

48. envoyer des SMS sending texts

49. prendre des selfies taking selfies

50. partager des photos sharing photos

51. regarder des films watching films

52. tchatter avec mes
copains/copines

chatting with my 
friends

53. télécharger des 
chansons

downloading songs

Les sports Sports

15. Je joue… I play…

16. au basket basketball

17. au billard pool

18. au football football

19. au rugby rugby

20. au hockey hockey

21. au tennis tennis

22. au volleyball volleyball

23. à la pétanque boules

24. aux cartes cards

25. aux échecs chess

26. Je suis… I am…

27. Je ne suis pas… I am not…

28. sportif/sportive sporty

Phonics Focus:

[u] = /oo/

salut

[e] = /uh/

petit

[ç] = /s/

Ça va?

[qu] = /kuh/

musique

Vital verb: jouer (to play)

Le présent Present tense

Je joue I play

Tu joues You play

Il/elle/on joue He/she/we play

Nous jouons We play

Vous jouez You play (formal/plural)

Ils/elles jouent They play

Le temps Weather

1. Quel temps fait-il? What’s the weather like?

2. Il fait beau. The weather’s fine.

3. Il fait mauvais. The weather’s bad.

4. Il fait chaud. It’s hot.

5. Il fait froid. It’s cold.

6. Il y a du soleil. It’s sunny.

7. Il y a du vent. It’s windy.

8. Il pleut. It’s raining.

9. Il neige. It’s snowing.

10. au printemps in spring

11. en été in Summer

12. en automne in Autumn

13. en hiver in Winter

14. quand when

Les activités Activities

29. Je fais… I do/go…

30. du skate skateboarding

31. du patin à glace iceskating

32. du vélo cycling

33. du judo judo

34. du théâtre drama

35. de la cuisine cooking

36. de la danse dancing

37. de la gymnastique gymnastics

38. de la natation swimming

39. de l’athlétisme athletics

40. de l’équitation horse riding

41. des randonnées hiking



Geography
Key Vocabulary

Climate – The average weather conditions over a long period of time.

Deforestation – The cutting down and clearing of forests.

Equator – An imaginary circle running around the centre of the Earth to divide 

the northern and southern hemisphere

Humid – Feeling damp due to water vapour in the air

Native tribes – The original settlers of an area

Species – A group of similar animals or plants

Rainforest Key Facts

• South America is a Continent made up of many countries including Brazil

(capital-Brazilia). Venezuela (Capital –Caracas), Columbia (Capital-

Bogota), Peru (Capital – Lima), Argentina (Capital – Buenos Aires) and 

Chile (Capital – Santiago).

• The Andes is the world’s longest mountain range. Machu Picchu is a citadel 

which can be found high up here.

• The climate in the rainforest is the same all year round (hot and humid). 

The average rainfall is 6cm each month and it usually rains every day.

• Angel falls is the world’s highest uninterrupted waterfall located in Venazus-

la

• Tropical rainforests are found near to the equator between the tropic of 

Cancer and the tropic of Capricorn 

• Rainforests can be found in every continent except Antarctica. 

Amazon Rainforest

• The Amazon Rainforest is found in South America, and it goes across many 

countries such as Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela and Colombia

• This amazing forest is 5.5 million square km and is the largest tropical 

rainforest in the world.

• The Amazon Rainforest is often called ‘The Lungs of the Earth’ because it 

produces over 20% of the world’s oxygen supply thanks to all of its trees.

• There are over 2,00 species of birds and mammals. Some common 

animals that live the rain forest are jaguars, howler monkeys, sloths, 

anacondas, alligators, and apes. There are also lots of poisonous animals 

including electric eels, flesh-eating piranhas, poisonous dart frog.

• It is thought that between 400 or 500 different groups of native tribes live in 

the forest.



Year 7 German Spring Term 1: Freizeit – juhu!

Freizeit Free time

36. Ich chille… I chill out.

37. Ich esse Pizza. I eat pizza.

38. Ich gehe einkaufen. I go shopping.

39. Ich gehe ins Kino. I go to the cinema.

40. Ich gehe in die Stadt. I go into town.

41. Ich gehe ins Park. I go to the park.

42. Ich höre Musik. I listen to music.

43. Ich mache Sport. I do sport. 

44. Ich spiele Xbox. I play Xbox. 

Sport Sports

1. Ich spiele gern… I like playing…

2. Ich spiele nicht gern… I don’t like playing…

3. Basketball basketball

4. Fußball football

5. Badminton badminton

6. Eishockey Ice hockey

7. Tennis tennis

8. Volleyball volleyball

9. Handball handball 

10. Wasserball water polo

11. Tischtennis table tennis

12. Ich bin (ziemlich)… I am (quite)…

13. Ich bin nicht (sehr)… I am not (very)…

14. sportlich sporty

Phonics Focus:

[o] long and short

Vogel / Schokolade

[ö] = /urgh/

Löwe

[st] = /st/

Sterne

[s] = /z/

Sonne

Vital verb: spielen (to play)

Präsens Present tense

Ich spiele I play

Du spielst You play

Er/sie spielt He/she plays

Wir spielen We play

Ihr spieltet You play (plural)

Sie/sie spielen They/you (formal) play

Was machst du gern? What do you like 
doing?

15. Ich fahre Rad. I ride my bike.

16. Ich fahre Skateboard. I go skateboarding.

17. Ich fahre Ski. I ski.

18. Ich fahre Snowboard. I snowboard.

19. Ich lese. I read.

20. Ich mache Judo. I do judo.

21. Ich mache Karate. I do karate.

22. Ich reite. I go horse riding.

23. Ich schwimme. I swim.

24. Ich sehe fern. I watch TV.

25. Ich spiele Gitarre. I play the guitar.

26. Ich tanze. I dance. 

Meinungen Opinions

27. Ich finde es… I find it…

28. irre amazing

29. toll great

30. gut good

31. nicht schlecht not bad

32. langweilig boring

33. nervig annoying

34. stinklangweilig deadly boring

35. furchtbar awful

Online Online

45. Ich chatte auf 
Facebook.

I chat on Facebook.

46. Ich lade Musik
herunter.

I download music.

47. Ich mache Fotos. I take photos.

48. Ich sehe Videos. I watch videos.

49. Ich simse. I text.

50. Ich surfe im Internet. I surf the internet. 

51. Ich telefoniere mit
Freunden.

I call my friends.



History

Keyword Definition

Alms Money or food given to poor people

Barber-
Surgeon

Someone who could cut your hair and provide minor treatment.

Bishops
A bishop is an ordained member of the clergy who is entrusted with 
a position of authority and oversight in a religious institution.

Black Death
Also known as the Bubonic Plague, a disease that killed 1/3rd of the 
population in 1348-49.

Buboes
A swollen inflamed lymph node in the armpit or groin. This would 
happen when a person caught the bubonic plague

Cesspits A pit where waste would be put

Chainmail What a knight wears for protection.

Chivalry
The way a knight was supposed to behave. Knights were expected 
to be strong, brave and skilled in warfare.

Doom painting A Church illustration of how to get to heaven or hell.

Hue and Cry
Medieval policing - if you saw someone committing a crime you 
had to call out o everyone else is aware. Everyone then has to chase 
after the thief.

Knight
A Lord that has been trained to fight and given land to rule. Knights 
generally fought on horseback.

Lancing Using a sharp tool to ‘pop’ a boil or bubo

Lords
Lords swore loyalty to the King and provided him with soldiers. 
They were given lands to govern, manor houses or Castles to live in 
and ruled over these areas.

Magna Carta
An agreement between King and Barons that guaranteed rights and 
freedoms for people

Medieval

This is the period of time from about the 5th century (when the 
Romans left England) to about the end of the 15th century (when 
the Tudors came to power)



History

Monastery
a building or buildings occupied by a community of monks living 
under religious vows

Monks & Nuns

Monks (Men) and Nuns (Women) devoted their life to God. They 
lived separately from other people in special buildings called 
Abbeys, Monasteries or Nunneries. Monks and Nuns spent their 
days praying, singing and writing.

Peasants

People who worked as farmers or labourers on land owned by 
others. 90% of people were peasants. They also had to work for 
the church for free and pay a tax of 10% of all they grew. Life was 
very harsh.

Peasants Revol
t

The rebellion of the working classes in 1381 against an unpopular 
tax, and in fear of harsh working conditions. Led by Wat Tyler and 
locally by the Vicar of Bridgwater

Privy Outside toilet.

Purgatory

A state of suffering if you have sinned (hell). A place where 
medieval Christians believed they would be tortured until their 
had made up for their bad deeds and thoughts. After this, they 
would go on to heaven.

Tanner The job of making leather.

The Pope

The ‘Pope’ is the title, since about the 9th century, of the bishop of 
Rome, the head of the Roman Catholic Church. In Medieval times 
the Catholic Church was the only church in England.

Tithe
1 tenth – this was how much people had to pay the lord, 1 teeth of 
their processions.

Trial by ordeal

If a local jury could not decide the outcome of a crime, then the 
villagers would turn to God to decide. Trial by ordeal often took 
place in a church. In one the accused held a red hot iron or put his 
hand in a flame. If the wound healed, the accused was deemed 
innocent. In ordeal by cold water, used particularly for villeins, the 
accused was thrown, bound, into a pond or river. If he sank, he 
was deemed to be innocent, but if he floated he was regarded as 
guilty.
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Science – animal reproduction
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